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StitchArtist Guide Sheet
Digitizing is like a musical instrument.  It requires lessons & research. When you commit to 

practice, practice, and more practice, you will create beautiful & artistic designs.

Creating Objects 
An object is a shape that can be 
assigned stitch properties.  Each object can 
have ONE type of stitches assigned to it - a fill 
or an outline for example.  If you want to have 
a shape with a fill stitch AND an outline - even 
if the same color - you must have two 
objects.  

The resulting stitch file DOES NOT 
CARE how many objects you have to 
create it.  If you have 50 objects and 
they are all the exact same color, the 
stitch file you send to the machine will 
only have ONE color.  Don’t sweat the 
small stuff - it really doesn’t matter!  

The Drawing tools allow you to create objects.  Objects that have FEWER nodes and use the bezier handles 
for reshaping will result in smoother objects with less stitches.  You can ALWAYS edit to reshape after creating 
the weirdest blob object!  Less is More.  An object with lots of nodes may look “great” AS YOU CREATE IT, but 
it can be more difficult to edit afterwards.  PRACTICE PRACTICE PRACTICE  Good drawing skills is not a 
requirement for good digitizing!  You can always edit your “blob”.  

Right click ends the “Draw” process - even for magic wand. For a closed shape, let the software close it - use 
red close object button on menu bar or CTRL+left click to exit drawing - leave space between the start & end 
node. Closed objects can not have loops - like a “figure 8”. Open objects can cross over each other.  

Satin
StitchArtist L1 has an “auto satin column”.  Auto anything in digitizing gives all the 
control to the software - software is no smarter than a hammer and has the creativity 
and artistic capability of a floor mop. The simpler the shape the happier you will be 
with the results that the software will give you. The graphic to the right is “just a letter 
L”. However, in addition to needing a stitch type assigned to this letter, it also needs 
“directional information” in order to stitch at the embroidery machine.  This is a very 
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complicated shape and sometimes the software makes the correct decisions.  If you do not like what you see, 
you need to break up this object into simpler shapes.  

StitchArtist L2 has a true column stitch.  If the focus of your digitizing is going to be creating lettering designs 
(not using BX fonts) then you really need to have Level 2.  In addition to being able to drawing your “turning 
angle shapes” using left right or two sided input, you also have the ability to assign multiple inclinations to your 
curved shape.  

The graphical operators in StitchArtist L3 provide you with the vector functions such as union/weld and 
intersection as well as an automatic outline and object inflation (think name key fobs outlined in bean stitch.

Pathing
This refers to where an object begins stitching and the “path” or direction it follows to get to the exit point.  This 
is set for each object by the Start (green triangles) and Stop (red triangles).  By default, for most closed object 
stitch types, the start and stop are placed on the same location.  Moving the starts and stops between like 
colored consecutive touching objects can eliminate jump stitches.  There are 27 objects in this single color 
design and there are no jumps.

Traveling stitches also play a roll in pathing and using them is a digitizing technique, not a software function.  
Traveling stitches are functional not necessarily decorative. They are normally just an open path object from 
point A o point B set to a single run with a longer stitch length. If they will stitch under an outline - think of 
redwork or sketch designs, you may want to match the stitch lengths so the the needles fall in the same holes 
& cover completely.

They are normally created when you have two objects that are not touching - as in the left and right wings of 
the butterfly.  The body stitches after the wings, so any stitches that are placed to connect the left wing to the 
right wing will be covered by the body.  

Traveling stitches can help to keep your machine running at an even speed. If your machine trims jumps - it 
must slow down to lock the stitches, trim, clear the wiper, relocate the hoop to the next location, lock and ramp 
up to speed. This adds an average of 6 seconds per jump. If you have 10 jumps in a design, that’s a minute. If 
you are stitching 10 hats you can save 10 minutes. In my 
experience, most birds nests or bobbin thread not picking up 
happen right after a trim.  By eliminating the trims you are also 
taking away a potential problem.

Locking Stitches or Ties
The bowtie button on the property pane for each stitch type 
allows you to turn on the locking stitches at the start and stop of 
that object.  If you do not set these, the world will not end.  By 
default, the ties/locks are turned off.  Normally you would want to 
tie in at the start of a color and tie off at the end.  If your “color” is 
one object, you would turn them both on.

In the above example of 27 connected objects that make up a 
single color design, the FIRST object has the Tie at START turned on and the LAST object has the Tie at END 
turned on.

A single color design made up of many objects that do not touch - lettering for example - would be a situation 
where you would want to add ties to the start and stop of each object.

Trims
The trimming of jump stitches is a machine function.  Some machines will only trim at the end of a color break.  
You can “force” the machine to trim jumps by creating objects of different colors - and at the machine you 
would keep the same color thread in and simply hit the start button.  My personal opinion is that this takes 
more time than using my Kai 5100C scissors to cut jumps while watching TV :-)  I also do not like the thread 
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tails on the backside of an item and if you trim the bobbin threads too close, you can cause the stitching to 
unravel.  When you add to this the higher risk of thread nests, bobbin thread not getting picked up at the start 
of a color and other stitching issues that happen at the start of stitching - its not a time saver for me.

Objects with Holes
Applying stitches to an object that has a hole requires a lot of “creative thinking” by the software - remember 
floor mop. This is just a progression showing how the software is going to have to figure out a path to fill this 
“swiss cheese” style object with all of these holes.  This is a VERY light fill object and still you can see that the 

program has to “run” around the shapes to get from point A to point be based on your start and stop as well as 
the fill and stitch angle.  The more complicated the shape, fill type and the holes, the more back tracking the 
software may have to do in order to complete the fill.  

From what I have observed by watching other professionally digitized designs stitch out, adding holes to 
objects is more of a graphical shortcut than an efficient digitizing technique.  Software lets you do whatever it is 
that you want - if you are looking to “hone your skills” as a digitizer, you need to continue to research and 
practice.  Part of that research is following blogs or reading articles from those that can explain the WHY 
behind what they do. 

If you are watching a video on creating a logo with circular text using “software XYZ”, you don’t care about 
knowing what buttons they are pushing to do the creating.  You care about the bits of information they are 
sharing about the process - are they creating holes in the base color?  No? Then what settings are they using 
for the lettering that they are stitching on top of the stitches. Do they give insight as to why they are choosing 
these settings?  

I was watching a video done by someone using another software program, and they made a comment about 
adjusting the underlay for objects that were on top of other objects that were already stabilized by underlay.  If 
your base objects were stabilized properly (do a test sew to ensure registration!), then you could decrease the 
underlay requirements for stitches that you wanted to lay flay on top of these stabile objects.  Adding or 
including underlay wasn’t wrong - use is as an artistic technique to create depth and add height to areas.  

The Plan
Before you start digitizing, you need to know what it is you want to create.  What do you want the end result to 
look like and how you want to get to that end result.  Simply opening up the software and pushing buttons is 
not digitizing - well it is, and you may be happy with the results you get!   But if you have set high expectations 
for yourself, please understand that no one becomes an accomplished digitizer without working for it. 

If you think because you can draw that you can digitize - that is not an absolute given. The life of a digitizer 
revolves around the test sew. And I believe that a test sew ONLY has educational value to the digitizer IF 
THEY do the test sew. At least in the beginning when you are learning this artform. Most of what you learn 
about what you have done isn’t the resulting stitch out, but rather the entire process that is taken to get to that 
end result. If someone else stitches the design on a multi needle machine that trims jump stitches - the final 
stitch out may look great. It may have 61 jump stitches in the outline because it was not pathed efficiently but 
they were all trimmed by the machine and the final looks great. That does not mean it’s a well digitized design.
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